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We will provide an overview of the current state of content delivery. We will focus on various
delivery use cases and technology drivers for content delivery portals (CDP).
As an example, we give insight into a platform for the interaction of robotics systems, delivery
interfaces like the HoloLens and operators.
We will describe on this basis, how analytics can then be used to implement metrics for the
quality of the underlying information architectures. We will give examples of some typical
analytical results from CDP and perspectives on the future role of interactive delivery and
analytics.
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At Siemens Healthineers, many devices to create and process computed medical images are
being developed by using and enhancing components of a common software platform. Content is
created using a content management systems (CMS) and is delivered by a content delivery
portal (CDP).
 
Imaging devices become increasingly configurable in both hardware and software, release cycles
become shorter and market availability is acquired in shorter periods of time.  So it is challenging
for user documentation teams to have deliverables ready and distributable in time.
 
Product development and user documentation processes are in principle closely linked. But the
increasing complexity of product documentation – even using CMS – can only be handled, if
product engineering information is available and can support systematically all content
management processes.
 
In this presentation, we give an overview about an innovative project using information from the
engineering product model and using it in an ontology based system coupled directly to the CMS.
We  introduce our motivation to do this and  specific challenges in a diverse yet highly regulated
big-corporation environment, and the impact on everyday editorial work and authoring culture
and processes.
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